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EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS OF SHOCK STA131LI TY AND
SHOCK-INDUCED TURBULENCE

Rot!ert F BenJam In
Los Alarnos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM, USA 87544
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We observe the Richtrnyer-f%?shkov (RM) Instabll ity of a per-

turbed, shock-accelerated interface between different gases.

Instability growth of a singly shocked interface 1s observed to be

Consistent with previous experimental data. Late-time growth

visually appears nonlinear but the growth rate remains the sameas

during I inear growth Re-shocking the Interface produces additional

Rll growth and substant lal prof I Ie broadening, which does not show

the effect of local vort lclty generation

Shock acceleration of all Interface betv:een flulds of different density

produces a hydrodynamic Instablllty slmllar to the well-known Raylelgh-

Taylor lnstablllty of an accelerated interface Perturbations at the shocked

Interface grow and eventually produce m!x!ng of the flulds. Re-shocking the

Interface enhances the rate of mlxlng, and may be viewed as promoting a

transition from Instablllty to turbulence We examine the physics of this

transition e%per!mentaliy by taking shadowgraphs of the flow pattern during

the re-shocking of the perturbed Interface, We also report measurements of

the amp: Itude growth of a singly-shocked, perturbed Interface
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Growth of the ShOCk-lndWed Instabl Ilty In ga~es when the Inlt Ial amp! 1-

tude of the perturbation IS small was first studied theoretically by RICht -

myer’ andexperlmentally byllesnk.w 2 Hence, the ShOCl(-lf7duCed lnstaDll -

itv 1s Often called the “QichtmVer-Veshkov” (RM) lnstaclllty The t?M un-

stable Interface IS a ~erturwd contact dlscontln~lty subjected to normal

shock acceleration. Uslnga shock tuoe and optical d!agnostlcs to study the

shocked interface betweer? dlfferen! gases, fYeShkov measure dthegrowth

rate for theamplltudecf a P!r!gle-wave! mgthperturbatlon to beconslder-

ably smaller than predicted by Rlchtmycr’s analytical alX)rO)(lfTIatiOfI. :W

measurements fOrampl]tudegfOwth rates aresllghtly higher than tleshkov’s

results, but slgnlflcantly less than those given by Rlchtmyer’s formuld

Measurements of lnstab! I Ity growth !n gases at much higher Mach number

were recently reported 3

By contrast with these exPerlmOnts w!th gases In which the measured

values are lower than analytlc estimates, experimental results with

llqulds4 are higher than the analyt!c exflresslon derived frOm Taylor’s and

Rlch[myer’s analyses,

Several Invest Igators 5-9 have studied tnegrowth ofa P/3flJf Interface

evolving Into a mlxlng zone m a consequence of multlple shocks and

rarefactlons, Although these Interfaces are rmmlnally planar, they have

uncharacter’lzed pertur~atlons that Ieadto lnstablllty andm!xlng Recent

r?sultsq suggest that earlier measurements may have been dominated by

boundary layer effects tha! obscured the Interfaclal region cf bulk rnlxlng

Al I of these experiments measured thr m Ixlng (or perhaps boundary layer

effects) lnducedbyshocklnga rwmlnally flat Interface between the flulds,

but they dldnot carefully examine thedetallsof the first re-shock tottt;!
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interface, which Is when thegrcwth rate changes most abruptly. Our goal

Is to Investigate this transition ex~erlmentally and to deve!op a database

t~at describes this transit Ion and re!ated phenomena.

Richtmyer ronsldered the case of a shock wave moving from a lower-

density fluid, having dens~ty PL, Into a higher-density fluid, f++. He

derived the following analytlc expression for the growth rate of a small-

amplitude, single-mode {i.e, single wavelength) perturbation:

dq/dt =ktjOU, [ (pH-p~) j (PH } PL) ) (1)

where: q = amplltude of the perturbation (~ IS the Inltlal amplitude. )

q’. = the ml t la!, shock-compressed ampl itude

k - wavevector of the perturbation -2 n / A

u,= Interface veloclty

(I++ - pL) / (pH ‘ q) = Atwood number

Richtmyer also performed a numer]cal calculation for this light-to-heavy

case and found that EI,. (1) IS a good approximation to the numerical

computation provided one uses shock-compresseci values for the Atwood

nurnberandinitlal amplitude However, Sturtevant8 pointed out that there

Is ambiguity about the value of the amplitude compression of the

perturbat Ion Meshkov @stimates the compression with an expression
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involvingvelocities, whereas Sturtevant suggestsalternative expressions

usingdensity compressions. For Purposesof comparingMeshkovsresultz

~dthel)resent work, we use Meshkov’s @xpresslon.

ExRwmr!!

Both the single-shockand re-’shocKexperimentswere performedm a

horizontalShocktullehaving!nsldes~uarecross sectIonwith dimensions75

x 75 mm. The sinusoidalperturbatlw’!of the interface between the test

gases was prcducedby a 0.5 urn tnlc~ cellulosemtrate membraneclamped

in a sinusoidal shape characterlzedby wavelength = 37.5mm and Initial

amp;itude ~ = 2.4 mm. These dimensionsgive an initial (uncompressed)

value of k%-0.40

We diagnosethe Interfaclal Instability by side-vlewlng the interracial

regloftwlthelther of two shadowgraphsystems, Onesystem Isused to take

a flash shadowgraphthat gives one high-resolutionframe per event. The

frame durat Ion, determIned by the 1lght source, 1s about 2 us. This

shadowgraphgives a detalledview of the flow patterns. Theother system

“ to measure growth rates,uses a multl-frame camera The camera

produces 12 frames equalIy spaced m tIme, but having less spatIal

resolution. The Interframe time set by the camera is 18.5 us, and a

long-pulse(i.e., several ms) llght source k used.
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for a smg’~ sI hocked interface

Our measurements of the singly shocked, corrugated Interface are

qualitatively in agreement with Neshkov’s results, but sllghtly differ?nt

quantitatively. We exam]ned two systems in which the shock wave moved

from:

airinto SF6 (light-to-heavy),

air into helium (heavy-to-llgnt)

In the Ilght-tO-heavy experiment, the shock wave moves from the

lower-dens!ty gas into the higher-density gas, and viCe versa for the

heavy -to-l Ight. The qual I tat lve agreement w lth Meshkov”s results Is seen in

Fig. 1. The perturbed Interface !s observed to be unstable In both the

I Ight-to-heavy and the t?eavy-to-l Ight cases, Since [ar~e growth of the

amplitude occurs when thelnterface Is subjected toa single shock inelther

dlrectlon. The amplitude grows immediately !n the Ilght-to-heavy case,

whereas !ntheheavy-to-llght case, one obsetves aphaselnverslon at~arly

t Ime and growth at later t In]e, During the phase Inversion the amplItUde

appears to be$tablllzlng, butlts Intergrowth shows that theveloclty flelc

In the flow !Scharacterlstlcof the Instablllty ~hesequalltatlve features

were obsemedby tleshkovzandconf Irmedby our present results.

Our multl-frame shadowgraphs provide time-resolved data from which

we measure the growth rate dq/dt We find that the amplitude q grows

linearly in time, even at later times when the wsual appearance of the

interface takes onthe spike-and-bubbleconf Igurat ion of nonlinear growth
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A

. .. .. .

B c

Flgure 1 These three flash snad~wgraphs show the effects of
different density gradients across the interface. In all three
cases the Interface 1s accelerated by a shock wave moving from
air on the left into the downstream gas on the ‘lght side of the
sinusoidal membrane A. The downstream gas is air, so the
perturbed interface 1s stable, although the amplitude is
shock-compressed. The transmitted shock front (moving left to
right) lsseentotherlght of theperturb~d Interface.
B. /h@t ‘tO-hP3V’ CJW.” The downstream gas is SF6, which is

about five times more dense than air. The perturbat ion’s
amplitude lsobserved to grow without inverting phase.
C hew’Y-(&/@W CJSC? The downstream gas is he! ium, and the
amplitude is observed to Invert phase and grow. Note that the
transmitted shock wave IS out of the viewing area in d and C

We make quzmtltatlue measurements of dq/dt by time-resolvlng the

shadowgraphs with an electronic training camera that takes a series of

twelve fr?mes per event, having an lnterframe time = 18.5 us. For an

[ncldent shock wave of Mach I 24 in air, the measured growth rates of the

amplitude are
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Air ‘-> SF6 (light-to-heavy) d@dt -7.9 m/s (Ul -81 m/s)

Air --) He (heavy -to-” Ight) dq/dt = 19 m/s ( u, = 185 m/s)

Using Meshkov’s method to est~mate the compression of the initial

amplitude, we compare the alr/SF~ growth rate with Eq. I:.

(dq/dt)ML / (dq/dt)Eq, , = 0.46

By contrast, Meshkov”s Interpolated result for the Atwood Number

corresponding tc air/SF6 (pH/pL = 5. I ) gives a growth rate:

(dq/dt)MESHK(j~ / (~/dt)Eq , = 0.35

Thus, the present results are somewhat higher than Pleshkov’s experiments,

but substantially lower than the growth rate given by Eq. I using r itshkov’s

estimate for the initial compression.

When an alr/5F6 Interface 1s re-shocked aft-r Its am~lltude has grown

into the nonlinear regime, the profile of the interface appears to broaden

substantially and the mean profile of the interface undergoes WI growth.

The broadened interracial region, denoted “mixing zone, ” contains a

mixture of air, 5Fband ’nembranedebr~s. These features areseenln Fig. 2.
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A

Figure 2.
events,
interface

B c D

These four flash shadowgraphs, recorded on different
show the evolution of a re-shocked interface. The
was initially accelerated by a shock wave moving from

air on the left toward SF6 on the right side of the corrugated

interface ~. The shock wave ref]ected from the e~dwa]l is

beginning to compress the interracial region, which had grown
into nonlinear (i.e., spike-and-bubble) appearance. The reflected
shock is moving right to left. The reflected rarefaction wave
(moving back into the SF6 ) has begun at the two regions of contact

between the shock front and the interface. l? Later, part of
the reflected shock wave is transmitted into the air whe;e it
accelerates, but the portion of the shock (at the center) that is
still in ttle SF6 is undergoing acomplex interaction with thestmck

wave refracted lntothe SF6and the rarefaction. C Later, the

interface appears to have stabilized, but it is really inverting. At
this moment the amplitude is quite small. ~ Still later, the
mean profile of the interface inverts phase and grows in
amplitude, as expected by the Rich!myer-Meshkov instability. The
profiIe appears much broader because of mixing of gases and wal I
effects (i.e., the interaction between the boundary layer and the
reflected shock). The shock wave transmitted into the air is out
ofviewcn the left.
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The shock wave reflected from the endwal I is moving from the higher-

density SF6 into the lower-densltv air, which is the ”heavy-to-light” case

ofl?ll, so the interface sarnpl!tude Inverts phase before growing. Thus, the

re-shocked interface rnomenrar!!y appears to be stabilizing as it passes

through the Inversion phase, !ht later growth of its profile is clearly

observed.

We observe in F igs. Zb and 2Cthat there appears to be no enhancement of

the width of the mlxlng zone In the two regions where the vortlclty

production is greatest. These regions are where the pressure gradient of

the shock and the density gradient of the mterf ace have the greatest

included angle. The growth of the mixing zone appears to be independent of

the !ocal angle between the shock front and the Interface,

The wave reflected back into the SF6 appears to be a rarefaction fan,

and the wave transmitted into the air appears tobe a sharp discontinuity

characteristic of a shockwave. The rarefaction has amottled appearance.

The visual appearance of the inter[ace prof I Ie shows rrlany

well-resolved features, as s?en in Fig. 2, but we observe blurring of a

substantial amount of this region. The blurring is distinct from the

broadening of the mixing zone; i.e., part of the t?oadenlngiswel l-resolved

and part is blurred. The blurvlng suggests that the refractive index

gradients are so steep that r?,y-crossing occurs before the shadowgraphic

system’s probe beam reaches the film, which is only a few mm from the

window,
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The results of the singly shocked interface are CC)nSiStent with

Meshkov’s previous experiment. The measured growth rates stated above are

within experimental uncertainties of each other. However, both sets of

data are signif Icantly less than the growth rate predicted from Eq. 1. The

source of this difference between experiment and theory is unknown,

although strength effects of the membrane are suspected.

We interpret the qualltat~ve features of the re-shock experiments in

terms of two superposed velocity fields, the mean-f !ow and the

f Iuctuat ions. If we assume that the mean position of the interface is

determined by the mean-f Icw field, then this field appears to undergo the

“heavv-to-llght” RM instability, as expected. The fluctuating field is

rnanlfest as broadening the interracial region. The broadening is observedto

increase following the re-shock, as seen clearly in Figs, 2C and 2D.

However, in those regions where we expect the vort icit’j generation to be

greatest, i.e., where the angle between density gradient and pressure

gradlent is greatest, we fail to observe substantially greater broadening.

Since the broadening appears io be independent of the local angle between

shock front and interface, the vorticity generated by the re-shock doesnot

seem to be manifest locally as increased broadening. It appears that such

vortlcity is either associated primarily with the mean-flow field or it

dlf fuses rapidly in the broadened prof I le.

The o~served mixing zone consists of: { 1) the bulk mixing of gases, (2)

the boundary layer (i.e., ‘wall effect”), and (3) membrane fragments.
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Related experiments suggest that the boundary layer’s signature may

dominate, so intewretation of mixing-zone growth cannot be made until

further experiments distlnqulsh between bulk and wall effects If further

experiments determine that these obsewations are indeed of the mixing

zone, tnen the re-shock data, wch as growth of the mixing width, can be

interpreted as a measure of the effects of shock-wave interaction with

pre-exist ing turbulence and/or with mwnbrane fragments.

The presence of the rarefact Ion wave ref Iected back into the SF6

demonstrates that [he shock Impedance of the membrane Is not lnf luenclng

the mean-f low f Ield. However, membrane fragments may be influencing the

mixing. The mottl]ngof the rarefactlon may be a signature of the length

scales presently themlxreglon

Ccmlwns

Our observations of singly shocked !nterfaces between dlsslml Iar gases

are Consistent WlttI the PWV1OUS work of fle’3hk0v, but the difference

between experimental data and Eq.I persists Also, the persistence of the

Ilnear growth rate Into the regime of visual nonlinearity Is unexplained The

phenomena of a re-shocked Interface shOw simultaneous Rfl gro’wth and

broadening Strength effects of the membrane on the mean-flow veloclty

f(eld are negllglble, although Inertial effects on the broadening may

persist Structure In the mlxlng region and on the reflected rarcfactlon may
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be useful in characterizing Lne onset of turbulent mixing if further

experiments determine that the observed broadening isnot a wall effect.

Wcgratefully acknowledge useful discussions and encouragement from

John Shaner, Frank Harlow, and Brad Sturtevant, and the technical

assistance of Clinton Cindley, V wian Gurule, and Dan Bannerman. This

work has been supported by the US Department of Energy.
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